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Negligence - Employer and employee - Duty of an employer		to take	reasonable	care	to		avoid	exposing	employee		to unnecessary risk		Safe		operation of		mincing		machine inexperience,	lack	of	instructions,	working		alone	and inadvertence - No contributory negligence.


Damages - Personal injuries - Amputation of ring, middle and index fingers		through	mid-shaft of	proximal		phalanges Little finger now stiff and permanently fixed -		Substantial loss of	functional efficiency	of right	(dominant) hand Several jobs and	periods of unemployment		since accident Past economic		loss $5,000	- Employment	opportunities			and abilities in	general affected	and capacity	to work	as		a stockman in particular much		reduced - Future economic		loss
$54,000 - Probability of further surgery and proficiency in various sports very limited - Pain and suffering $32,000 and loss of amenities $15,000.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered Friday, 12th June,1987)


The plaintiff was born on 20th July 1963. On 23rd November 1983, when he was 20 years of age, he was employed as a ringer on Monteginni Station in the Territory. On that date he suffered serious  injuries to his right hand when his fingers became entangled in an electrically driven meat mincing machine which he was operating.



He sues the defendant company, his employer at the time, to recover damages in respect of the injuries he thus sustained. The particulars of negligence are pleaded as follows:


"(a) exposing the plaintiff to risk of damage or injury to which the defendant knew or ought to have known.

lb) failure to take any adequate precautions for the safety of the plaintiff while he was engaged upon the said work.

	failing to provide the plaintiff with any instructions	as to	how to	operate and work the mincer with safety.


	failing to provide adequate machinery upon which the plaintiff was to work	in that the said mincer had no guard.


	failing to provide the plaintiff with an implement to push the mince through the mincer.


	generally failing to provide and maintain a	safe		and proper	system		of working	or		to	instruct		its	workmen including the plaintiff	to follow	that system.''



By its defence the defendant admits the formal matters pleaded including the allegation in paragraph 3 of the Statement of Claim that it was a term of the contract of employment and it was the defendant's duty "to take all reasonable precautions for the safety of the plaintiff --- not to expose the plaintiff to a risk of damage or injury which it knew or ought to have known, to provide and maintain

adequate plant and equipment to enable the plaintiff to carry out his work in safety, to take all reasonable measures to ensure that the place where he carried out his said work was safe and to provide and maintain a safe and proper system of working."

The defendant (which denies negligence) pleads that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence in that he failed to carry out instructions "given to him for the safe operation of the mincing machine"; failed to ensure there was sufficient meat in the mincer and failed to continually observe the machine whilst pushing meat through it.

I find the mincer had a cast iron body and it was electrically operated. It stood to a height of about three feet above ground level. Its workings were simple. Meat was fed manually through the round  or oval opening at the top, roughly 5 inches in diameter, and applied under pressure to contact an auger which propelled the portions along a horizontal  cylinder. The distance between the top of the opening and the auger is not strictly proved,  but I find it was  about
3 to 4 inches. At the end of the cylinder the meat was extruded through a cutting mechanism which performed the major mincing operation. As it emerged it  fell into a  receptacle.  Shortly  before the  accident  the

plaintiff had been helping Mr Peter Sing, an employee of the defendant who usually operated the machine, to produce mince for sausages for station  consumption. The plaintiff had assisted Mr Sing on several occasions beforehand. His function on such occasions was  to slice meat into convenient size to place in the machine. He had previously observed the technique adopted by Mr Sing, who would close his fingers and utilize his clenched fist to maintain the pressure of meat on the auger. In preparing sausage meat, the process was at times repeated to ensure well refined mince. At this stage the ingredients tended to be sticky and to adhere to the feed opening. When this occurred Mr Sing ran fingers around the inside of the opening to free the adhering meat fragments. I  find the plaintiff was generally familiar with the workings of the machine and from time to time he had dismantled it for cleansing purposes. The work upon which he was engaged was not of course his main working  activity. He was a ringer, a stockman, a man who also did general labouring work. This was an odd job which fell  into the latter category.

The accident occurred about mid-morning. The plaintiff and Mr Sing had been working together performing their customary roles when Mr Sing had cause to leave to accompany a visitor to the station

homestead. The plaintiff volunteered to carry  on alone. The machine was attached by cable to the power supply. No switch was attached to the machine and a
person operating the
 machine could not
 switch it
 off
without	leaving	the
 machine.	As	he
 worked
 the
plaintiff reached a stage when he glanced behind him to check on the meat supply. As he did so he ran  his right hand fingers around the inside of the feeder opening; they went too deep and became tangled in the auger. He pulled out his hand, but the damage  was done.

I find that the plaintiff in carrying out his functions endeavoured to do so in the manner he had witnessed Mr Sing do the job. Unfortunately, his momentary inattention to the opening itself whilst he checked on the meat supply was probably the immediate cause of his injuries. It was not inattention for purposes not associated with his work. I find on the evidence that no device such as a wooden or rubber plunger or stick was provided to either maintain the pressure on the meat, nor was an appliance on hand to scrape off adhering particles. For the latter task a simple plastic kitchen scraper or something similar would have sufficed. It was never suggested to the plaintiff that he should switch off the machine before manually removing meat from around the opening. In

hindsight, the plaintiff would have been wise to utilize a stick or something similar for the purpose. But he adopted the modus operandi he had witnessed (and not performed) earlier. He was not a butcher or a butcher in training, he was performing the task as a 'one-off' job and, unfortunately, working alone, he did not have the benefit of an offsider (his own usual role) to either keep up the meat supply or to inform the operator of it. He was, I find, an  enthusiastic and conscientious employee. I make that  assessment upon my own observations and those of the witness David
Fryer.	It was		thus in	the nature of should	have	adopted	the	system	he
 things that	he
had	witnessed
beforehand, a system or procedure which carried with it a very real risk of injury. He was, I find, given neither specific instructions nor warnings as to the removal of the meat particles from the opening. There was no system to ensure that this was only done after the machine had been switched off. The example he followed involved the insertion of the fingers towards the auger, a dangerous section of the machine, and there was no guard of any type. The system under which he was working made no concession for momentary inattention or inadvertence. Safety depended entirely upon the concentration (and perhaps experience) of the man on the job. It was a system that unreasonably exposed the plaintiff to a risk of injury and the








defendant (by its agent) was negligent in leaving the plaintiff without supervision and alone to carry out the work he had not done previously.

The duty of an employer in such circumstances is to take reasonable care to avoid exposing his employee to unnecessary risk of injury. The plaintiff must prove ''by direct evidence or by reasonable inference from the evidence that the defendant unreasonably failed to take measures or adopt means, reasonably open to him in all the circumstances, which would have protected the plaintiff from the dangers of his task without unduly impeding its accomplishment''. Vozza v. Tooth and Co. Ltd. (1965) ALR 196@ 198. (See also O'Connor v. Commissioner for Government Transport (1954) 100 CLR 225@ 229; Raimondo v. South Australia
(1979) 23 ALR	513 per Mason J.	@ 517-18 and	McLean's
Cruises v. McEwan (1984) 54 ALR 3 per Gibbs CJ.@ 6-7.)


My findings as to the nature of the mincer and the occurrence are largely based upon the testimony of the plaintiff, whose honesty and basic accuracy I accept. I merely comment that it is common ground that Mr Peter Sing, the man with whom the plaintiff had been working, and who on the pleadings is admitted to have been the defendant's agent, was present outside the court room during the hearing.  The defendant's counsel

elected to call no evidence and there was no real challenge, in cross-examination, to the plaintiff's account. I therefore feel some confidence in reaching these findings (Conolan v. Broken Hill and Suburban Gas (1969) 1 NSWR 555).


I find the	particulars pleaded in	paragraph
6 (a},(b},(c} and (e} are proved.


Was the plaintiff guilty of contributory negligence? In McLean v. Tedman (1984) 56 ALR 359  @  365, the majority of the High Court in dealing with such an issue stated "The question is whether that failure should be characterized as mere inattention or inadvertence or whether it amounts to negligence, there being a well recognized distinction between the  two. It is accepted that in considering whether there was contributory negligence by an employee in a case where the employer has failed to provide a safe system of work, the circumstances and conditions in which he had to do his work must be taken into account.'' (See also Sungravure Pty. Ltd. v. Meani (1964) 110 CLR 24 per Windeyer J.@ 36-37; Ferraloro v. Preston Timber Pty. Ltd. (1982) 42 ALR 627.)

I have already mentioned the factors relevant to this issue, the plaintiff's inexperience, the lack








of instructions (save by questionable example) the fact that he was working alone and that he inadvertently allowed his fingers to be caught whilst turning his attention to the meat supply. I am not satisfied that the plaintiff was negligent. The plaintiff will have judgment for his damages, which I now assess.

The plaintiff suffered	severe mutilation	of
4 fingers of the right hand, his dominant hand. He was evacuated by the flying doctor service to Katherine and thence to Darwin Hospital. Dr Wardill there performed surgery which resulted in amputation of the ring finger, middle finger and index finger, through the mid-shaft of the proximal phalanges. The extensor tendon and proximal interphalangeal joint of the little finger were extensively damaged and repair aided by the use of wire was effected. He was then flown to Sydney where he came under the care of Mr Richard Honner, a specialist in hand surgery. On 6th December Mr Honner carried out further surgery and the plaintiff was discharged from hospital on 15th December 1983.  He then underwent physiotherapy treatment. Fortunately, the thumb was not injured. The little finger is now stiff and permanently fixed in a somewhat ungainly position where it provides some pinch with the thumb. Several medical reports were tendered by consent, but there is really no conflict between the doctors, save

perhaps as to the percentage loss of function which is not  of  great  importance  for   present   purposes. Mr I.J.Isaacs, also a hand surgeon, reviewed the plaintiff in May 1984. At that time all stumps exhibited bony tenderness. X-rays showed the proximal interphalangeal joint of the little finger was 'quite markedly disorganized'. It is important that it be preserved and the plaintiff will probably require a fusion of that joint ''to enable a more pain free pincer mechanism to be restored". The disabilities  imposed are self-evident and the loss of functional efficiency of the hand is substantial. The disfigurement is the least of the plaintiff's worries, but it is of course obvious. (See Exhibit P8).

The medical men, naturally enough, spoke of the plaintiff's future as a stockman in guarded terms. The plaintiff is a remarkable young man. He was  fit and active when he sustained this injury and he is now almost 24 years of age. The injury has  neither deterred his zest for life nor his determination to fend for himself. He exhibits neither bitterness nor despondency. From the outset he has done his best to utilize his residual capacities, a matter mentioned by two of the doctors. I am sure his attitude is to his benefit, but in looking at the issue of damages for

loss of earning capacity, I cannot make confident assumptions that all will be well in the future.

I mention but briefly his history before and after the accident.

He was reared in Sydney, leaving school before he had completed 5th year High School.  He worked as a bricklayer's labourer for his uncle and then gained a position with the Commonwealth Bank as a trainee clerk. He liked this well enough, but about
18 months later he visited a cousin of his who was a jackeroo on a Territory station. The life appealed to him. He had not ridden a horse previously but in February 1982 he gained a position as stockman or ringer on Nutwood Downs. There he met the boss of the stock camp, Mr David Fryer, who gave evidence before me. He quickly attained efficiency as a stockman  and in October of that year at the end of the season, he worked for a couple of weeks as a bullcatcher, a task which demands a steady head and physical fitness. He then returned to Sydney, gained a temporary job in a Wine Cellar and by the end of February he was back in the Territory for the start of the season on Monteginni Station. There he worked until the 23rd of November when he suffered his injury.

He did not work again until about 11th June, save for a two-week period when he worked again for his uncle as a bricklayer's labourer. This was more in the nature of a test of his capacities.

He resumed at Monteginni Station in June 1984 and he worked there, at Tabletop Station in Queensland and at Paynes Lagoon until early December 1984.

In February 1985 he again obtained work as a stationhand on Sommerville Station where he remained until September. Utilizing workers' compensation he received, he then undertook a flying course, as a first step to obtain a helicopter pilot's licence. He was successful and now holds an unrestricted fixed wing flying licence. He is keen to pursue his helicopter training at a later stage. From May 1986 until shortly before trial he resumed mustering and station work and for some time worked as a Tip-truck and crusher operator. These were remarkable achievements for a man with his injury, but the recital does not tell the whole story.

His work as a bricklayer's labourer after the accident proved difficult. His lack of grip necessitated utilization of his right lower arm to support the right handle of the barrow. This caused

discomfort and lack of balance. I am satisfied this field of work is not available to him. He has experienced problems in mustering and  bullcatching. The horses generally used are high spirited, sometimes newly broken. I accept the plaintiff's evidence, supported as it is by Fryer, that it is a job for a rider with firm grip in both hands. His capacity to do this work is very much reduced. I accept that before the accident he became a proficient and fearless horseman, capacities required in bush work. His stock work since the accident has been made available to him mainly because of his friendship and association with David Fryer, himself a station owner, but it is beyond him on a long term basis. In fact it is clearly dangerous. Other tasks required of a stationhand, use of an axe and an adze, power drilling and heavy
lifting,	horse-shoeing,	are	now beyond his	residual	capacities.
 inappropriate
He	has	tried
 and
them
without	much	success.	He	has	also	worked	as	a
bullcatcher. Knowing what is involved and  without being protective I merely comment that he should not do it. Preservation of a healthy thumb is vital.  There is, of course, a range of station work he can still perform - driving, grass cutting and the like.  But in a competitive market, whilst enthusiasm and perhaps reputation will assist him, he is greatly disadvantaged.  Knowing these things and because of his








wish to work in the bush, he is anxious to become a helicopter pilot and muster from above rather than on horseback. I have no evidence of his prospects in this field. He hopes to utilize damages to complete the training. I do not discount his  ability to  succeed. He has, as I have said, residual capacities to drive vehicles, including heavy vehicles, but he suffers a disadvantage in performing heavy work so often associated with this occupation. He has made some inquiries about re-entry to the Commonwealth Bank, to date without success. He can still write with  his right hand (as demonstrated in court} but again, with difficulty. He retains the capacity to do store work, provided he is not required to do heavy lifting of large objects where hand strength is necessary for grip. He still plays soccer. His proficiency  in tennis, golf and squash, past-times he previously enjoyed, is obviously very limited.

Mr Hiley has submitted data relating to earning rates  under  the  relevant  pastoral  award. Mr Tiffin has tendered awards relevant to bank and store work. The latter submits that I must be cautious in estimating future economic loss as I have no firm figures, no reliable predictions. This is true.  Had the plaintiff been working in an occupation for which he was no longer fitted, at a set wage and with a
..






pre-accident predictable future, assessment of damages would have been an easier and perhaps more reliable task. But the plaintiff's personality is such that he refuses to accept a mundane future at a reduced wage. In this jurisdiction it is a refreshing outlook. But I must also take care to ensure that he is compensated in accordance with probable realities rather than aspirations, in the process endeavouring to do justice to both parties.

I do not know now the field of work the plaintiff will pursue. At the present time if the plaintiff was working as a general station-hand he would receive about $194 plus keep to the value of almost $50 - a gross figure of $244. Tax would reduce his nett to about $209. He is unlikely I find  to obtain such work again, unless a special niche is found. As a clerk (under the General Clerks (Northern Territory) Consolidated Award)) he would receive $261
per week	in his
 first
 year, rising	to $275	in
 his
fourth	year.
 As	a
 shop
 assistant,
 clerk	or

warehouseman
 under
 the
 Retail,
 Wholesale
 and

Distributive Employees	(Northern Territory)	Award	he would receive much the same.

Having considered the	matter I	find on	the probabilities that the plaintiff will try very hard		to

maintain his ties with outdoor work; be it as a helicopter pilot or a driver. It all depends upon contingencies which cannot be foreseen.


At the time he was injured he was receiving about $204 per week including keep (Exhibit P4), an after tax weekly figure of about $180. He resumed work at Monteginni on 11th June 1984. During that  absence of about 29 weeks he earned (in round figures) about
$550 (nett) as a labourer. His loss during this period was thus about $4,130.

He had other periods when he was not working from early December 1984 to early February 1985 (about
12 weeks) and from 23rd September 1985 until May 1986 (about 32 weeks). But it was during this latter period he obtained his flying licence, although his evidence suggests he was also seeking work at the time. The difficulties in assessing his pre-trial loss of earnings are compounded as it is probable that his end-of-season absences from work were to some extent elective in that I am not satisfied that they all resulted from his accident injuries. I consider it reasonable to allow for a further loss of 10 weeks @
$180 (nett) ($1,800) which produces a total of $5,930. The evidence on this issue is not precise. I make some

allowance for contingencies. I assess damages for economic loss to date of trial at $5,000.


I have already referred to the problems relating to his future. The evidence of David Fryer suggests he values the plaintiff's loss of efficiency by reason of injury at $100 gross per week, that is to say on the basis of his pre-accident abilities he would now pay him, or others with his pre-accident skills,
$300 gross ($248 nett}, whereas the plaintiff's limitations reduce his 'value' to $200 per week ($177 nett}. The present nett award is $208 which means that adopting Fryer's evidence the plaintiff's loss of value on the market may be  assessed  at  $32  per  week ($208 - $176). Thus Mr Hiley submits that damages for future economic loss should be based on the premise that the plaintiff has lost $100 gross ($70 clear of tax} or at least $44 gross ($32 clear of tax} per week. This argument is useful, but there are so many imponderables including my view that the plaintiff is unlikely to return to station work, save perhaps as a pilot. This I assess as a possibility rather than a probability.

In assessing damages for future economic loss, I bear in mind not only that the plaintiff is still young, but the fact that his injury is such as to

be likely to	affect his	employment opportunities	and
abilities situation.
 in	almost The fact that
 every	conceivable
I cannot predict his
 working future
employment	prospects	or
neither	the	fault	of
 probable	earning	rates	is the	plaintiff	nor		due	to
deficiencies in the presentation of his case. As Reynolds J.A. stated in Yammine v. Kalwy (1979) 2 NSWLR 151@ 155 ''where a plaintiff has suffered a significant disabling injury, which obviously affects the range and nature of the work he can, therefore, perform, a tribunal of fact can, without specific evidence as to what other persons with that kind of disability can earn, make a judgment and assessment, on a percentage basis or otherwise of the value of the lost capacity.'' Doing the best I can I have determined that the plaintiff's earning capacity has been reduced to a degree which may be calculated in monetary terms at not less than $50 per week.

Paying some regard to the now commonly accepted 3% life tables set out by Professor Luntz, applicable to a 24 year old man, and making allowance for contingencies not contained in such calculations, I assess the plaintiff's damages for future economic loss in the sum of $54,000.








I have said sufficient as a foundation for assessing general damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities, but I will do so as separate items. I merely observe that the hand injury is a constant source of impediment, not only at work, but in the home and socially. He suffered some pain in the early days and he still experiences discomfort, especially when
.the stumps and little finger are subjected to stress or pressure.

I assess general damages for pain and suffering in the sum of $32,000. For loss of amenities I award the sum of $15,000, a total of $47,000. In assessing those damages under the first head I have allowed for the probability that the plaintiff will undergo further surgery on his little finger.

Special damages	are	agreed in	the	sum	of
$7,580.56 being ultimately refundable to his employer's insurer.

Interest also is claimed. I do not propose to allow interest on my assessment of economic loss to
date.	The		entitlement		accrued	over	periods, plaintiff	received	workmens'		compensation
 the and
compilation is unreliable.	The plaintiff is,	however, entitled to interest in	respect of that proportion	of
'





general damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities which relates to the past. In  this particular case I consider  the main proportion of  the
plaintiff's problems lie ahead of him and I propose to allow interest on 25% of  the damages so assessed  i.e.
$11,750. Interest is payable at the rate of 6% per annum from 23rd November 1983 until this date, an amount of $2,502.75.

The Statement of Claim also seeks an order for reimbursement of stamp duty paid in respect of the proceedings. This is not allowed as it is  a disbursement which will be taken into account upon taxation of costs.

The plaintiff will have judgment against the defendant in the sum of $116,083.31, made up as follows:

loss of amenities
$47,000.00
Past economic loss
5,000.00
Future economic loss
54,000.00
Special damages
7,580.56
Interest
2,502.75

$116,083.31

Pain and suffering and
21
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The defendant must	also pay the	plaintiff's costs of action to be taxed.

